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The federal f^oveminent in recent years has been faced
with an ever Increaslnsj demand for its services as a result of
extensive growth in the nation's population and economy. In a
fundamental sense, the solution to this problem requires an
economic approach to management. Such a view Is concerned with
allocating scarce resources In order to get the most out of
available resources.
Integral to the allocation of resources are the processes
of planning, programming, and budgeting. Plans must be developed
to determine actions and broad requirements needed to accomplish
specified objectives, Programralnjr translates plans Into more
specific manpower and materiel requirements. Budgeting translates
manpower and materiel resource requirements Into financial
resources. Thus, these processes are closely related and
Interdependent
,
Because of a number of shortcomings In the conduct of
these processes that generally prevailed throughout the federal
government. President Lyndon 3, Johnson on August 25, 1965
Instructed members of the cabinet and heads of federal agencies
to begin Introducing a new and revolutionary system of planning,
programming and budgeting. In discussing the broad objectives
of the new system, the President stated:
This program Is aimed at finding new ways to do new Jobs
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judgment through more accurate information; to pinpoint
those things we ought to do more, and to spotlight those
things we ought to do less; to make our decision-making
process as up to date as our space-exploring equipment.
1
The puz*po8e of this study has been to evaluate the
progress made in the United States Coast Guard during the past
ten years in the processes of planning, programming and budget-
ing. To form a basis for data collection and evaluation, the
following three related questions were formulated! (1) What
significant planning, programming, and budgeting developments
have taken place in the Coast Guard during the past ten years?
(2) What contributions have these developments made toward
lessening the impact of implementing the President's new system?
(3) What major steps, approaches and problems were involved in
the initial efforts to implement the new system?
Data has been collected through library research, internal
document research at U. S. Coast Guard Headquarters, Washington,
D. C«, and interviews with cognizant Headquarters officers.
Because the subject matter studied was in such a dynamic state,
a data collection cut-off date of February 18, 1966 was estab-
lished as a point of departure between events transpired and
future events.
The assistance provided by the members of the U. S, Coast
Guard Headquarters staff whom I interviewed is appreciated and
gratefully acknowledged, I particularly wish to thank Commanders
William H, Boswell, William H, Pitagerald, Jr., and Thomas E,
Hawkins for their help,
^U, S,, President, "Statement by the President to Members
of the Cabinet and Heads of Agencies, August 25, 1965," Weekly
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Frederick Kosher, writing on the context of budjsjetlng.
said:
A Kolnj^ or^enlEatlon Is a e^reat paclca«?e of systeins,
traditions, habits, values and beliefs, z^elatlonshlps,
and behavioral patterns • • • • the accustomed patterns
of formal and Informal organizations; the conflj^uratlon
of power within the organisation; and even the missions
and established programs-- all of these affect and are
affected by the budget and must be reckoned with by the
administrator or legislator seeking chang;es«l
Fosher's statement shows that a discussion of the budget-
ing process requires an understanding and consideration of the
orfjanlzatlonal environment to which It relates. Since this
study Is about budgeting and the related processes of planning
and propiraramlnfir In the United States Coast Guard, ^ an overview
of Its history, missions and organlaation Is considered
appropriate.
Historical Background of the Coast Guard
The genesis of the present day Coast Guard goes back to
the first United States Congress and the efforts of Alexander
Hamilton, first Secretary of the Tireasury, to place the American
Frederick C, ?*osher. Program Budgeting: Theory and
Practice (New York: American Book—Stratford Press, Inc., 195^),
pp. 13, 1^.
^Hereafter, the term "Coast Guard** is used and unless





2nation on a firm footln?. At Hamilton's request Congress
authorized the building of ten cutters for the protection of
the customs revenue. Also authorised were forty officers who
were wade "Officers of the Customs ."^ The previous year this
Congress passed a law which accepted title to twelve lighthouses
built by the colonies along the Atlantic seaboard and gave the
Secretary of the Treasury responsibility for constructinpj and
maintaining aids to navigation*^
As the nation o^rew^ a combination of chanp^ing ocnditiona
and outstanding incidents led to the establishment of new
services y all originally in the Treasury Department, related
to the nation's responsibilities to its seafaring citieens.
The Coast Guard represents in its historical develops
ment since 1790 an amalf^araatlon into one integral Service
of the former Revenue Cutter Service, the Lifesavinit^
Service, the Llii^hthouse Service, and the Bureau of Karine
Inspection and Navigation, the orip;inal establishments of
which are as follows
t
(a) The Fevenue Cutter Service«-by the Act of Aup;ust
*», 1790.
(b) The Lifesaving Service—by the Act of June 20, 187^.
(c) The Light house Service—by the Act of August 7»
1789*
(d) The Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navij^ation--
by the Act of July 7, I838, as the Steamboat Inspection
Service, and by the Act of July 5, 188^, as the Bureau
of Navigation;—by the Act of June 30, 1932, the Bureau
of Navigation and the Steamboat Inspection Service were
consolidated to forra a new bureau known as the Bureau of
CAPT Walter C, Capron, USCO (Ret,), The U> S. Coast
Guard (New York: Franklin Watts, Inc., 1965), pp. 10, 11.
Before his iretireraent in 1962, CAPT Capron served as Deputy









Navigation and Steamboat Inspection;—by the Act of
May 27, 1936, the nam© of this bureau was chani^ed to
the Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navigation,!
The Coast Guard was created In 1915 by an Act that merf^ed
the Revenue Cutter Service and the Llfeaavln?;; Service, This act
nade the Coast Guard a branch of the armed forces of the United
States and thus established a unique organizational arranfreraent—
peacetime service under the Department of the Treasury and
wartime service under the Department of the Navy,
2
As an economy measure, the Bureau of Llj^hthouses, then
In the Department of Commerce, was amaljramated with the Coast
Guard In 1939«^ This merger Joined the two oldest maritime
services after they had operated Independently for nearly 150
years.
Greater diversification of responsibility resulted from
the transfer of the Bureau of Marine Inspection and Navifratlon
to the Coast Guard In 19^2; this transfer was made permanent in
19^6, Although minor reorp:anlnations have occurred during
subsequent years the basic orp:anization of the Coast Guard "has
seen little chanpje since World War IT,**5
U, S,, Coast Guard, Organiaat ion Manual
.
(CO-229),
p, 1-1, Cited hereafter as Orfranizetlon Manual,
2
U, S,, Contrress, An Act to Create the Coast Guard
.
Public Law 239, 63rd Cenj^,, 2d Sess,, 1915.
U, S,, Conj^ress, Feorganigatlon Act of 1939. Plan II .
Public Law 19, 76th Conjj;., Ist Sees,, 1939.
^U, S,, President, Executive ^^d^r Wo, 9083. Hedlstrlbu-
tion of Maritime Functions , j^ebruary za. 19^2.
5u, S,, Coast Guard, Coast Guard Objectives (CG-378),
p, 1, Cited hereafter as CO Objectives,
liAJ •in
ft k.t y- 1
Mssions
Statutory authority, raajor functlona, and responsibilities
of the Coast Guard are codified in Title 14 of the United States
Code. In broad, succinct terms, the mission objectives of the
Coast Guard are:
Aids to Navigation«»-Safe pas8ap:e on and over the high seas
v^and waters subject to the Jurisdiction of the United States
throug^h effective and reliable systems of aids to
navigation.
v^earch and Reseue'->»TiiBely assistance to persons and property
in distress on or over the hl^h seas, in waters subject to
the Jurisdiction of the United States, and elsewhere whenever
forces are available.
Ocean Stations^^Safe passage of air and transoceanic traffic
through areas of United States responsibility, and such
other areas as way be in the National interest. Scientific
knowledge of the atmosphere, the sea, and their interface,
throufljh data collection at temporary or permanently estab-
lished ocean stations.
^ Werchant Marine Safety—Safety of life and property on the
hiji^h seas and internal waters throus^h law enforcement and
reip^ulation of merchant vessels, their officers and crews.
t/ 1 cebreaking—Waterbome access to ice-bound locations in
furtherance of National economic, scientific, defense, and
consumer needs.
t^Law Enforcement—Protection of lives, property, natural
resources and National interests throu??h enforcement of
Federal law upon the hlfrh seas and waters subject to the
Jurisdiction of the United States.
v^ort Security—Safe, secure port areas and facilities,
and protection of the National interest.
Oceanotrraphy
—
Knowled t^e of the sea, its boundaries, and its
resources, through collection and analyses of data in
support of the National interest.
:l , I
Military Readlnea8~»An effective ready force responsive to
specific tasks in tline of war or eraerRency in support of
National security,
yfieserve Training—-Trained aurjmentatlon forces for war or
National erjerirency and such other times as the National
security may require.
Cooperation with other GovernTnent Ac^encies—•Maxiwuw utilisa-
tlon of National resources through cooperative efforts with
p^ovemment apjenciea in pursulns; prof^rans in the National
Interest ,1
These mission objectives show that the Coast Guard engages
in a wide spectrum of activities that must compete with each
other and with other federal activities for budpet dollars.
Formal OrRanlzational Structure
Unlike the Navy, which has a bilinear chain of command,
the Coast Guard la organized in accordance with the vertical
general-staff system similar to that of the Army, Under this
system, the military chief at each hlerarchial level is respon-
sible not only for the total operational effort, but also for the
business and logistics administration of his command. The basic
line ori^anlzatlon of the Coast Guard has three hlerarchial levels:
the Commandant, twelve District Commanders, and Commanding
Officers of Individual operational and logistics units. This
structure is modified by the elimination of the middle echelon in
the case of certain Headquarters units. In addition, several
special echelons '*have been established in order to meet the
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6overall administration. "^ Figure 1 Indicates the basic line
organisation*
Field Units
Each District Coiawander Is In charflre of a force of
operational and lop:l8tlcal field units with which he Is expected
to perforin all Coast Guard missions within his District boundary.
Control and coordination of operations Involving forces of more
than one district Is afforded by Area Comraandera on the East
and West coasts*
A slprnlfleant feature of the operating field units Is
their multi-mission capability; each unit is deliberately
designed, manned and trained to perform diversified duties.
For example, a 95-fcot patrol boat has a primary mission of
search and rescue, but other duties It regularly performs Include
relighting extinguished lights on buoys and fixed light struc-
tures, transporting supplies to Isolated light stations, boarding
small fishing vessels and pleasure craft to Insure compliance
with safety regulations, investigating suspected violations
of the oil pollution laws, and many others. This same concept
applies to operational shore units as well as vessels.
Although one of its advantages is a reduced capital
expenditure requirement, the multi-miss ion nature of operational
units has created complexities in administrative and budgetary























































































































> Normal Channel of Control
T^ig. 1
I Special channel! for control of operational natters
(primarily rescae and assistance) requiring positlva
action to coordinate forces of more ttian one dl8triot»

Commandant
As the senior officer of the Coast Guard, the Commandant
Is responsible for the overall performance of the Service and
reports to the Secretary of the Treasury » or the Secretary of the
Navy when the Coast Guard Is operating? under that department.
Under the fculdance of the coc^nlsant Secretary, the Commandant
"directs the policy, leprlslatlon and administration of the
Service • , ."^ {
The Immediate assistants to the Commandant are the
Assistant Commandant, Chief of Staff, and their staffs, Report-
inj; to the Chief of Staff are the Chiefs of six functional
offices. The present orpanleatlon of the staff of Coast Guard
Headquarters la shown In Flrure 2, Responsibilities of the
major staff components are:
The Chief of Staff coordinates policy and prof?;ram
development and exercises ureneral manacewent and policy
control for the Commandant within the Service at large.
The Office of the Comptroller has staff reBponsibillty
for the logistics of the Service which involve the main-
tenance of accounts, the disbursement of funds, the audit
and examination of accounts, the provision of data pro-
cesslniF?, and the sufficiency of the supply prorran including
the procurement, storait^e, and distribution of equipment,
supplies, and services.
The Office of Enj?:lneerlnp; has staff responsibility for
the lopristlcs of the Service which ere of an enp^ineering
character. Including; the desir.n, construction, repair,
maintenance, outfitting, and alteration of vessels, air-
craft, aids to navljTation, shore establishments, machinery,
electronic equipment, and utilities.
The Office of Merchant f^arine Safety has staff respon-
siviltty for the pro;?ram for prevention of marine

















FRCKSAH AMALXSIS DIVISIOII (CPi) ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGEKQIT DIVISION (CAH)
FDBUC DmSMATICa DIVISION (CPI)
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KEBCHANT MARINE TECHNICAL DIVISION (HKT)
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CHIEF OF STAFF (CCS)
LEGAL DIVISIOM (CL)
HEADQQABTERS SSIVICES DIVISION (CHS)
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to Insure compliance with established standards,
approval of vessel plans and equipment and the development
and application of standards for merchant marine personnel.
The Office of Operations has staff responsibility for
the operational adequacy of the Service in connection
with the savlnp; of life and property • .
.
, the provision
of aids to navl?!ation, maritime law enforcement, p^eneral
military readiness, and the Coast Guard Auxllllary program.
The Office of Personnel has staff responsibility for
the lo$^l8tic8 of the Service which are of a personnel
nature, including procurement, traininr^, assignment, and
separation of personnel, and the provision of medical
and morale service.
The Office of Reserve has staff responsibility for
the Reserve lop;lstlcs of the Service that are of a personnel
nature Includlnfl; the training, assiflrnment and separation
of Inactive Reseirve personnel,!
Chief of Staff
The Chief of Staff occupies a position in the Headquarters
staff hierarchy that is the focal point for Coast Guard
activities and programs. The Consnandant and Assistant Commandant
look to the Chief of Staff as their principal management advisor
and throusjh his office they keep Informed on the problems
encountered and progress made in carrying? out the policies and
proptrama of the Coast Guard,
General responsibilities of the Chief of Staff Include:
The initiation, development, and review of basic
policies and prop:rams for the Service, Includlnrj the
lej^lslative proc^rams, and for the control and coordination
of plans and activities evolvlncr therefrom , , ,2
In addition, the Chief of Staff Is directly responsible
for the preparation, presentation and execution of the budp;etary
program of the Coast Ouard.
^Ibld.
, pp, 2-3, 2-il, ^Ibld, , p, 2-15.
Of
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The Chief of Staff has control over several echelons.
In addition to havlni^ the chiefs of special divisions and apeclil
assistants under his direct supervision, the Chief of Staff
exercises c^eneral supervision over the chiefs of offices at
Headquarters and the district commanders. The primary purpose
of this wide span of control is to secure **effectlve coordination
amonr^ the Headquarters staff, and between the Headquarters staff
and the Service at larR;e,**^
Althoufljh the Chief of Staff is much Involved with the
plans, proj^ram.s, and budf^ets of the Coast Guard, the day to day
work and hub of activity in these functional areas is conducted
primarily in two of the special staff divisions directly under
him—Prop:rain Analysis Division and Budrtet and Cost Analysis
Division, The formal responsibilities of these divisions are















Keep under review current and proposed appropriations and make recom-
mendations for program adjustments vdiere warranted.
Establish personnel allowances, as permitted by existing limitations,
to meet manning requirements.
Coordinate the review and modification of existing programs and plan-
ning for new programs.
Initiate or review pertinent legislation.
Coordinate long range plans and program objectives; coordinate and
expedite planning where Chiefs of Offices have joint responsibility.
Analyze and review ciurent and proposed
programs of the Coast Guard.
Develop annual budgetary programs and prepare
or coordinate preparation of budget justifica-
tion information.
Initiate and develop planning for new programs
as directed.
Ifaintain in current form and order of priority
the Advance Construction Program.
Initiate or review pertinent legislation.
PERSONNEL ALLOWANCE BRANCH
Determine manning requirements; establish, re-
view and revise military and civilian person-
nel allowances for all Coast Guard units in
conformance with statutory and fiscal limita-
tions.
Prepare personnel allocation plans in support
of the several stages of the annual budget
request.
Conduct studies, recommend policies and insti-
tute programs to improve manpower utilization
and control.
TREASURY DEPARTMENT
0. S. COAST GUARD HEADQUARTERS
CHIEF OF STAFF
PROGRAM ANALYSIS DIVISION
LONG RANGE PLANS BRANCH
Develop, propose and implement long range
planning criteria, policy and mission stand-
£a*ds. 1
Coordinate development, proposed revision and
dissemination of Master Facilities Require-
ments Plans and their supporting plans.
Maintain and coordinate proposed revision to




E. D. SCHEIDERER, CAPT, USCS
Chief, Program Analysis Division
(Signed)






BUDGET AND COST ANALYSIS DIVISION
The Chief, Budget and Cost Analysis Division is responsible for:
1
.
Supervising and directing the translation of programs and policie!
into budgets, and the subsequent coordination, execution and review
of these budgets among subhead administrators.
2. Assisting in the budget presentation at Treasury, Bureau of the
Budget and Congressional Hearings*
3. Msdntaining necessary liaison with other Government agencies




Develops budget estimates, assuring that they properly
reflect the financial requirements of the Coast Guard
•
2. Prepares instructions to Districts, Headquarters Units,
and Offices and Divisions at Headquarters, relating to the
preparation of budget estimates, reporting international
transactions, payroll and employment.
3. Prepares financial plans, issues allotments to Head-
quarters Divisions and field units, and prepares requests
for apportionment and reapportionment of funds including
establishment and release of reserves.
4. Receives and considers requests from field units for
changes in allotments and forwards to appropriate division
with pertinent comments. ^>on recommendation from division
concerned, prepares reply or approves allotment modifica-
tion.
5. Recommends changes to the financial plans to meet
changing fund requirements resulting from changes to the
programs as they progress. Review requests for changes to
the financial plan submitted by subhead administrators
and recommend action necessary.
6. Determine the budgetary cost factors upon which the
Service's fund requirements should be developed.
7. Prepares budgetary reports as required by the Congress,
Bureau of the Budget and Treasury Department; and prepares
such other reports as may be required for internal admin-
istrative use.
8. Administers funds not specifically allocated to other
components of organization.
9. I^epares, publishes and maintains the Manual of
Budgetary Administration, CG-255.
10. Prepares schedules on Coast Guard public works pro-
grams, including budgetary programs, programs reports and
inventory of projects.
TREASURY DEPARIMEHT
V. S. COAST GUARD HEADQUARTERS
CHIEF OF STAFF





Develops cost analysis principles, policies and
procedures.
2. Evaluates and interprets cost data and furnishes per-
iodic and special reports for management, i.e. Financial
Management, Floating Units, and others.
3. Integrates selected statistical data with cost data
and relates various available indices of activity and
performance effectiveness to costs.
^. Develops cost history as a partial basis for the
development of cost standards upon triilch the Coast Guard
budget estimates can be developed and Justified.
5. Coordinates cost analysis and control requirements of
other Divisions and Offices.
;
6. Provides advice and service to and assist field acti-
vities to assure uniform cost reporting and maximum
utilization of cost data as a tool to management.
7. Administers funds for Military Pay and Allowances,
including the preparation of Financial Plans and Issuance
of obligations.
|
8. Prepares special studies and projects as directed by
the Chief and Assistant Chief of the Division.
V Signed),
W. H. BOSWELL, CDR, USCG
Chief, Budget and Cost Analysis Division
(Signed)










The Plrat Hoover Connlsslon In 19*J9 found that there was
a great need to reform the method of budgtetlni;; and the appropria-
tion structure in the Federal Government, According to the
Commission, "the Federal budtret is an Inadeaute document, poorly
orj^anlzed and Improperly designed to serve its major purpose
. •
."^ The major bud^etlnp: reform proposed by the Commission
was contained In its Feport on Budinfetinr and Accountinr^, recom-
mendation number one:
We recommend that the whole budgeting concept should
be refashioned by the adoption of a budget based upon
functions, activities, and projects: this we designate as
a "performance budc^et»"2
Such an approach, the Commission maintained, would focus
on the general nature and relative importance of services to be
rendered or work to be done, rather than the procurement of
items such as equipment, supplies and services. Thus, the core
U, S,, Commission on Orf^anizatlon of the Executive
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of the recommendation was that the budpiet should be oriented
towards accompllshwents throurh use of resources Instead of the
resources themselves. The Budi?et and Accounting Procedures Act
of 1950 made this recommendation a legislative requlrenent;
however, the details and extent to which the concept would be
applied were left to the discretion of the President,^
Among the principal recommendations rcFrardlnp; Federal
budpjetlnr: practices made by the Second Hoover Commission were,
"(1) continued use of performance budsretlng, (2) formulation
and adralnlstratlon of agency budgets on a cost basis.'^ A cost
based budfret identifies the costs of programs planned by an
acrency In terms of the <roods and services consumed by each
activity. Balances of cjoods and services on hand that have been
obtained froia prior appropriations and the extent to which these
resources have been planned for proposed programs are disclosed
by cost-type budgets.
The approved recommendations of the Second Hoover Cora-
miss ion provldlnfT for Improvements in budcjietinjr, account Inp; and
appropriation procedures were enacted by Public Law 8^-863 In
1956, Section 2(a) of that act directs:
The head of each executive arency shall, • • • take
whatever action may be necessary to achieve , , . (1)
consistency in accountlnp; and budget classifications,
(2) synchronization between accountin;^ and budget classifi-
cations and orfranlzational structure, and (3) support of
^U, S,, Con;rrecs, Senate Document Mo, 11, 87th Conpr, , 1st
Sese,, Financial P-^anariPrrent in the Federal Government; A Comp-
rehensive Analysis of Exist inr and Proposed Leprislation Including;
Financial Kanag-er.ent Improvements i«ade on a Government-wide basis.
mi, p. »i. '
^Tbld,
, p, 53.
»d sa;^ "*. o
•fTttHf. flX^fl''****"'^ f-fii
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the bu<IIp;«t .lustlflcatlons by Information on performance
and program costs by orrranlsational units .^
Coast Guard Roles and
Klsslons Study
Soon after assumlnp; his duties as Secretary of the
Treasury In 1961, Doupjlas Dillon became concerned about the
capital resources of the Coast Guard—shore stations, ships,
aircraft—many of which had become obsolete and were rapidly
deteriorating, Lon^ ranjjje requirements prelected a need for
over one billion dollars to fund a phased capital expenditure
profj^rara,^ This requirement was of prreat magnitude for the Coast
Guard In the ll^ht of Its capital expenditure appropriation
history—a total of sllji^htly over one hundred million dollars
for the fiscal years 195 *» throuejh 1961,
Compounding this nroblem was the lack of overall policy
guidelines. Enactment of Title 1*1 of the United States Code in
19^9 was a welcome document because for the first time the
responsibilities, functions and spheres of activity of the Coast
Guard were snelled out. However, while tellln?' the Coast Guard
what to do, Title 1^ "left all details of operation, propiramrain*^,
and funding to be worked out by the Coast Guard and its multitude




U. S,, Treasury Department, U. .3. Coast Guardt k Study
of its Origin, nesponaibi 11 ties, Belationshlps and Direction "
(Washington: Government Printinp: Office, 19d3), d. i.
3
Ibid.
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Dillon ••concluded that a conprehenslve study of the Coast Guard's
roles and missions, toprether with a review of exlstlnj? policy
and operational ftulde lines would be helpful in deciding our
course of action, ••^
Thus, at the Secretary's direction a study of the Coast
Guard was bei^un In September I96I by an Inter-ac^ency group
havlnf? representatives from the Bureau of the Budjj^et, Departraent
of Defense, and Treasury Department, The rroup submitted Its
report to the Secretary In June 1962 tnaklnp elf?hty recommenda-
tions. In approvlnp: the report on September 18, 1962, Secretary
Dillon directed specific action on all but four of the recom-
wendatlons,^
While the majority of the recommendations were confined
to policy and operational guideline considerations, several
dealt with matters internal to the Coast Guard which are
particularly pertinent to this study. Specifically, the report
recommended that
:
An operations research study be conducted for use by
the Coaat Guard in developing a coordinated long-ran^e
plan for total mission accomplishment as a loB"lcal
operational plannlnfr step,
3
Pecorjnizlnj; the multi-functional nature of Coast Guard
operations, a suitable basis be developed to determine




U, S,, Treasury Department, Study of Poles and ?^lsslons
of the United States Coast Guard; Peport to the Secretary
,
June 19b 2 (7 vols,; Washinprton; Government Printinfy Office.
19t3}, I, foreward, no page no. Cited hereafter as Roles and
Wlssions Study ,
^Ibid, , I, p, C-7^. ^Ibld .. p, D-94,
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While each of these recommendations was made for a
specific mission area of the Coast Guard, theire Is some evidence
supporting a contention that a broader application >fas Implied,
Interviews with members of the project staff of the Roles and
Missions Study group on the Intent of the second recommendation
caused one student to state:
That they were referring? to a broad pro«?rara element—
the cost of performlnr: the Aids to Navlptatlon mission of
the United States Coast Guard; second , that the recommen-
dation should not be restricted to this one mission area
to which it was directed in this report—cost data should
be developed for all of the missions performed by the
United States Coast Guard,
1
Program Budget Pilot Study
Responding to a request by the Treasury Department, the
Chief of Staff of the Coast Guard In June 1963 directed that a
program oriented budp;et be developed on a pilot basis .^ In
requesting this action, the Treasury Department was supported by
the lef^islatlve requirements result int;; from the Hoover Com-
mission's budget reform recommendations and the general recom-
mendations made by the Coast Guard Poles and ^^issions Study
Peport discussed earlier in this chapter. To conduct the pilot
study, a Eudpiet Advisory Group was established consisting: of the
^Thomas E, Hawkins, "f^lssion Oriented Manarrement by the
United States Coast Guard" (unpublished ?*aster's thesis. School
of Government, Business and International Affairs, The George
Washington University, 196M), pp, 66-67, The author is a
Commander, DSCD and currently is Chief, Long Range Planning
Branch, Profcran Analysis Division at CO Headquarters,
2
U, S,, Coast Guard, Chief of Staff Memorandum to
Chiefs, Offices and Divisions, Development of a Progiram-Orlented
Budget as a Pilot Study . June 25, 19b3, P« !•
fr.?.-^
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Comptrollerj Asalstant Chief, Office of Operations, Facilities
and Services; an<J Chief, Prop:rara Analysis Division, A four-nan
working group was appointed by the Comptroller from rnenbers of
his staff. Three were senior staff menbers In the Budrjet and
Cost Analysis Division and the fourth was the Fiscal Assistant
to the Comptroller.^
Preralsea s.n<^ Coals
The basic tasks confronting the Proptraw Budf^iet Working
Group were to develop sound methods of calculatlnp: and
dlstributinjBc direct and indirect costs on a procrram basis,
and to minimize the percentajre of indirect costs. The working
group Initially adopted the ten Tr»lsslon catejrorles cited by the
Poles and Missions Study as the proprram of the Coast Huard
because these catefsories were fjenerally acceptable to the
Treasury Department and the Bureau of the Budget. "An additional
budpcet activity •Supportinjt Facilities and Services • was
established for • • • costs whose distribution to specific
proprrams proved impractical."^
To develop and distribute program costs the Program
Budf?:et Working Group considered two basic alternatives:
(1) Completely overhaul the exlstlnp; acccuntinn: system so that
U. S. Coast Guard, Comptroller ^^emorandum to Chief of
Staff, Establishment of Workinir; Group to Conduct Propiram Budget
Pilot Study
.
July 3. 19^3. P. 1« At the time of the pilot
study the Buds^et and Cost Analyois Division was under the
Comptroller In lieu of the Chief of Staff, as present.
2
U. S. Coast Ouard, Pilot Study to Develop Prop;ram





program costs would be & direct end product, and (2) y.arp:^
exlEtlnp: accountlns; data and operational data uainc; a statistical
method. The first alternative was rejected because of the high
degree of complexity and cost entailed, coupled v;lth the belief
that some proration would be Inevitable, Thus, the second
alternative was adopted:
The approach that was adopted was to retain the present
techniques of cost aocumulatlon, which have been serving
the needs of inanaprement , but to distribute the resulting
class of unit costs by proprams or missions based on the
best workload factors available consistent with sound and
accepted accaintlnp? principles. There was nothini?r unusual
in this approach since nodern manarement cost systems in
Industry alraost without exception prorate or asslpm costs.
The problem usually evolves into the developing! of suitable
proration factors which are statistically oriented, A
proprran bud tret therefore, is a blend of accounting ancT
at&tlsties ,^
Concent rat in!?: on the Operatinjr Expense Appropriation of
the Coast Guard, the Prof^raTt! Buds?et Workinf?: Croup analyzed the
fiscal year 1962 cost-aeeountlnf; data and workload data for
each of the einht functional budp^et activities under the appro-
priation. Figure 5 compares these budpiet activities, the roles
and mission cate^^^orles , and the prof^em budc^et activities
ultimately selected. Recognizing that the cost of certain units
did not lend themselves to mission profrram distribution, the
Profrram Budcrct Working Group established an initial goal of
distributlne? eighty percent of the Coast Guard operating; costs
to mission programs with the remainder costed to the Supporting
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A sumnary of the key considerations, parameters, and
methodologies that were developed In cost distribution procedures
will contribute to a better understanding of the propjrara budj^et
system development.
Vessel Operations of the elfrht exlstlnp; functional
budc^et activities, vessel operations caused the least difficulty
in determininf? the distribution of costs. The basic proration
yardstick adopted was time spent on mission. Data on operatlno:
time was available from Quarterly Abstract of Operations reports
submitted by each vessel. Unfortunately, mission catej^orles
on the quarterly report did not correlate exactly with those of
the Poles and Fissions Study; however, there was sufficient
correlation to justify use of this data on a pilot basis. With
cost data available for each vessel and consolidated operating-
cost summaries by type vessel, there was little difficulty in
converting mission hours to mission costs.
Since vessels are not underway 100 percent of the time,
the question arose of how to treat standby tim.e and maintenance
time, Should standby time, reflectinp* potential to perform a
mission, be allocated to the various mission operatinp; times or
should actual operatinp; time be the sole distribution factor?
The working, ^roup adopted the latter approach disrer^ardlnp; both
standby and maintenance tlme,^
Aviation Operations , The distribution of aviation





vessels, but with one slprnlflcant difference. At the time of the
study, cost data was not accunulated by individual or type
aircraft but rather by the air station or dotachnent to which
aircraft were asslcrned. Because the type of aircraft and number
of each type varied considerably amont? the air stations,
dlstrlbutlni!?: costs on a simple Tnlsslon hour basis was not
feasible. Therefore, relative weight factors were developed
by the Budget and Cost Analysis Division on the basic of best
estimated annual costs of each type aircraft. These v;elp;ht
factors were then applied to the mission hours reported on the
Quarterly Abstract of Operations reports submitted by air
stations.
1
Shore Stations and Aids Opers-tions . In considerlnp: this
budcret activity an entirely different approach was required
because comparable quarterly operetlnp- data was not available.
The Prc^ram Budp;et V?orklnpr Group did not recommend its development
because the resultant reportinp; requirement would "materially
add to the already considerable paperwork load of small units.**
Even thouph there was an absence of workload time data,
the working ?^roup noted that military pay end allowances
constituted about 6? percent of the total cost of shore units
and aids, and adopted as the distribution yardstick the authorieed
personnel allowances for each station. Althoup:h some difficulties
were experienced. It was possible to determine the allocation
of billets to specific miSBions with a reasonable der,r«e of
accuracy. Pecois!:ni2incr the artificiality of the approach adopted,
^Ibld.
, p. 28. ^Tbid.. p. 33.
pr
f «^ ; f f- .-* f; f"
<'\ h.
T i-y f> •
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the working group recommended further study to refine the
methodolof^y.
Repair and Supply Facilities . The costs of operating
these facilities were considered fixed (Indirect) and were
2
aosipTied entirely to the Support Pacllities and Services proRrara,
Traininf^ and Recruiting Facilities . With the exception
of costs relfpbursable from the Reserve Traininpc Appropriation
and those costs readily associated with a particular mission
proprram, such as the rifle and pistol detachment, all training
and recrultlnp; facility costs were distributed to Support
Facilities and rervlces,^
Administration and Operational Control . Charp;es under
this budfret activity were almost entirely charp-ed to Coast Guard
Headquarters and the district offices. Distribution to proj^rams
was based on identification of a Headquarters staff component
and its district office counterpart costs with a particular
proi?:ram activity, end to the extent that existlnfi; accounting
data permitted such distribution. For example, costs for the
Offices of Personnel, Comptroller and Engineering^ were all dis-
tributed to Support Pacllities and Services; costs for the
Offices of Operations, Merchant Marine Safety, and Reserve were
distributed throuprhout all mission proc^rams as appropriate.^
Other Military Personnel Expenses . This budptet activity
included such costs as pay end allowances of recruits and other
personnel in traininp;, most travel expenses and recreation.
^Ibid
.. p. 36. ^Ibid . . p. 38.
3lbid ,. p. ^1. ^Ibid .. p. ^3.
? .«n r^r^?,^?
i5y J. . »
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"The technique utilized for distribution Involved a vertical
proration to exlBtlna- budret activities and then horizontally
to propirams,""^
Supporting Prof^rams . Costs under this budcret activity
are associated with particular allotment subheads which are not
charred to benefitting:: units, Exar.ples Include costs for
transportation of supplies and equipment, replacement of elec-
tronic equipment, vehicle procurement and small arms anmunltlon.
As with the Other Military Personnel Expense activity a double
proration raethod was used; however, there was leas accuracy
because part of the distribution was based on memorandum records
maintained by subhead administrators rather than from official
books of account, Pecop^ilzinfT that the Supportinj^ Proprams
budget activity was Inconsistent with the propfram budpjet concept,
the working p;roup proposed:
That comraenclnpt in fiscal 1965, the budj^et activity
Supportlnf* Prosrrams, be eliminated and that the conts be
charged to the bene fit tln«r units wherever possible. The
details of this change are technical and outside the scope
of this study, Slrapllficatlon of our subhead structure
is involved,^
Final Consolidation and Peterwlnatlon
o f Prorrara Qudf^et Activities
As mentioned earlier, the Prop'ratn Budf?et Worklnp? Croup
initially adopted the Roles and Mission categories as the prorrrams
of the Coast Guard, However, as the study proceeded it became
necessary tc refine and alter these categories for a number of
reasons, Adoptlnr? the premise that the proi^raras should indicate
^Ibld ,. p, 51. ^Ibid, . p, 57.
.L 'j 'J L2U






the missions of the Coast Guard, tha working rroup stated that!
The mannlnc^ of ocean stations Is not a wlsalon but
Is a platforta for, or method of, Rccompllshinr^ SAF, Aids
to Navlf^atlon, Oceanography, ?^llltary Peadlness, and for
cooperatlmc; with the weather bureau. The costs of the
ocean station program were, therefore, broken down Into
components and charged to missions.
1
The separation of several other Koles and Missions
cates^orles vfas considered artificial due to co?nniins;lln(:; of
facilities and because pairs of certain catep'orles tended to be
administered by the same organizational components. The final
2
consolidation adopted is shown on Fln-ure 5.
By uslns? the basic r»ethodolop:y and techniques described
above, the Prop^rain Bud^ret Worklnc^ Group was able to distribute
79 percent of the Operating Expense Appropriation to mission
programs with the reirelnlns- 21 percent distributed tc the Support
Pacllitles and Services program, thus achlevin!? their primary
objective, A breakdown by percentapjcs of the final distribution
is shown on Figure 6,
Other Appropriations
In concludinjr^ their report the worklnjr jrroup recomniended
no immediate chanfies to the budget activities of the three ether
Coast Guard Appropriations—Peserve Training; Retired Pay; and
Acquisition Construction and Improvement, It was recomraended
that at such time as Internal plannlnp: was wore lnte?^rated and
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th« Aoquisition^ Construction and Iinprovement appropriation to
a program fornat along mission lines.
Summary and Appraisal
Apart from the cost distribution methodology that was
developed 9 the major points relating to program budc!;eting brought
out by the study can be summarized as follows
t
1. The Coast Guard, generally speaking , was organized on
a functional basis rather than by mission*
2« The aocountinf^ and fund control systems were function*
ally or facility oriented with no regtard for missions,
3* The Roles and Missions Study identified the mission
areas or output cate^^ories of the orp;anization,
4, Each of the integrated resources (men, equipment and
facilities) may provide inputs to several missions being
of multi-purpose nature,
5« The operational information system did not gather all
required data relating to mission perfoi^nance.
6, The accounting system was not capable of providing
information which permitted the relating or keying of
resources to missions,
7* The programming/planning system did not provide
meaningful quantitative mission objectives^ so that alter*
natives could not be considered optimally,^
The study revealed potential anomalies concerning Coast
Guard organization as it relates to program budgeting. As one
example, it showed that in 1962, the aids to navigation mission
cost constituted 30,7 percent of the total operating expense,
search and rescue 19*6 percent, and merchant marine safety
Program Budget Pilot Study , p. 66,
^Personal interview with Commander William H. Boswell,
usee. Chief, Budget and Cost Analysis Division, USCG Headquarters,
February 11, 1966, Cited hereafter as Boswell interview.
'VfifTP .tn*^??-av^''irr'T hr.ri -r-^ ! .i-- '"r:^ »;-''*' ^uolSlnl
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^•1 percent. Crganleationally^ Merchant Marine Safety is an
office level at Headquarters whereas Aids to Navigation and
Search and Rescue are divisions of the Office of Operations.^
Moreover^ the control of funds to carry out these missions, with
the exception of military and civilian pay, is largely vested
in subhead administrators located in divisions of the Office of
Engineering. Thus, organisationally the missions are represented
by components at different hierarchical levels at Coast Guard
Headquarters, and the chief's of mission components generally
do not exercise control of funds to accomplish missions over
which they have co^izanee. This raises the question as to
whether the present organizational structure and fund control
procedures at Coast Guard Headquarters are consistent with
















In subraittlnp: the Program Budc^et Pilot Study on Karch ^,
196*1, the Coinptroller of the Coast Guard recognised the
inacouraey of certain calculations and sugf^rested that the study
be reviewed "from the viewpoint of methodology and technique
,
rather than finite correctness of dollar amounts ."^ Because of
a requirement that the budget for any particular year include
actual costs for budget year minus two, 1967 was the earliest
budget year for which a program type budget could be submitted
•
To insure that program costs for 1963 and subsequent years would
be more soundly based , the Comptroller x*ecommended the following
steps be taken:
a* Perform the necessary calculations on data
processing equipment. The calculations are numerous,
tedious and time consuming* Without such assistance,
the development of a program budget in the manner proposed
• • • is not practical*
b. Revise the Abstract of Operations to accumulate
data in a manner which will permit the development of a
program budget* The revision to the Abstract will have
to satisfy, at the same time, the needs of the Office of
U* S* Coast Guard, Senior Member, Budget Advisory Group
memorandum to Chief of Staff, Transmittal of Pilot Study to








Operations for the review of current operations and the
needs of lonf; range planning*
0, Revise the accounting system to more adequately
present the cost of aircraft and to permit the direct
eharglnc; of Supportln?^ Prot^rams to benefitting; units,
d« The Personnel Allowance Sheets of shore units
should be revised to Insure they reflect the present
employment of personnel. Further research in this area
is required.
1
During March 196*1 a number of briefings and visual
presentations were held for the Commandant and other top manage-
ment officers and civilian officials, A number of questions were
raised, mainly ooneeming certain details of cost distribution
methodology. With the beginninK? of fiscal year 1963 rapidly
approaching, the Chief of Staff approved the Program Budget
Pilot Study on April 2, 196*1, subject to modification of details,
A time schedule was set and organisational responsibility was




In implementlns? the Profs^ram Budget Pilot Study, Coast
Guard officials decided to use the evolutionary approach. Several
major criteria were established. First, there would be no major
changes in organisation or fund control. Second, costs would
continue to be collected by facility rather than have the Coast
Guard undertake a complete revision of the existing accounting
^Ibld., pp. 1, 2.
^U, S,, Coast Guard, Chief of Staff memorandum to Chiefs
Offices of Operations, Engineering and Comptroller, April 2, 1964,
p. U
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system to establish program cost eollectlon centers • To the
extent possible, costs previously undistributed to facilities
would be distributed; other minor but necessary changes to the
accounting structure would be made. Finally, new reporting
requirements at the field level would be minimised to the extent
possible*^
The Chief of Staff promulgated a supplement to the
Prop;ram Budget Pilot Study in June 196* which modified several
cost distribution concepts and set forth accountinfi; improvements
that would be made to better support the proirram budget. ^ ffission
standby hours, defined as standby on call for six hours or less
for vessels and two hours or less for aircraft that could be
identified to a specific mission, would be added to actual
operatinp^ hours in distributing aircraft and vessel costs. Col-
lecting costs by aircraft model would be tested at several air
stations during fiscal year 1965 e Servicewide program expense
accounts would be established for costs not associated with the
maintenance and operation of a specific unit other than personnel
costs*
As a further improvement, four allotment subheads would
be eliminated, expenses combined with other subheads, and charged
to benefitting units. Expenses of several other subheads which
had been charged to the Supporting Programs budget activity would
^Boswell interview,
2
0, 3,, Coast Guard, Chief of Staff memorandum to Holders
of Program Budget Pilot Study, Supplement to Program Budget
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be charf!:ed[ to benefitting units or Servlcewlde prorram accounts .^
The basic p;round rules having been established, the
next step was to revise the administrative machinery. Durln?;
?^ay and .Tune 196^, revised forirs and Instructions were developed
and Issued to Insure that workload end fiscal data would be
collected and reported coTnrrencln«r July 1, 196*!, the berlnnlnj?
of fiscal year 1965.
A substantial task that remained was to transfer the
distribution of costs to the newly established pro'Train bud(?:et
activities from a nsanu&l to an electronic data processlni:; system.
Existing IBf" 1*10 computer hardware at Headquarters was adequate;
therefore the primary Job was system deslp-n and wrltlnjr computer
propirams. Because of a shorta^^e of talented proptrammlnp^ per-
sonnel and the cwiplexlty of the proprafRinlnp; problem, by February
1965 only the ve?tscl and aircraft costs had been pro<?;raraTned
.
Remaining pro/rraras were conpleted several months later with
approximately two man-years of effort expended on the total Ini-
tial programjnlnR.^ According, to the Chief, Budj:cet and Cost
Analysis Division, computer proprrammlnp was the blJ3;j^est problera
area In implementlnp; the prop^ram budrret.^
In June I965 an orjicanlzatlonal change related to the
functioning of the proj^ram budget was made at Headquarters, For
a number of years prior to that time the Budget and Cost Analysis
^Tbld
,
, Enclosure (1), p. 1-6,
^Personal Interview with Comjnander Otto F, Unslnn, USCG,
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Division was a component under the Comptroller. As wanapieraent
responsibilities became more complex, direct contact between the
Budf^et Division and Chief of Staff components became essential
to successful handllns? of priority projrrams, Reco;?nlzlnK this
formal organisational anomaly, the Chief of Staff wrote
i
Due to the Increase In numbers of profijraffis to be
budgeted for; the wide variety of timely analyses required
for proper management decisions which must tie In with day-
to-day refinements In top-level policy; and the greater
slsjnlflcance of long and short-ranj^e plans which must re-
flect the marrlag^e of proj^rams and their related budgets;
it Is essential that direct lines of communications with
budget and cost personnel be facilitated. • • • To • . •
alif^n our organisation In theory to what Is necessarily
developing In practice. It is proposed that the Budget and
Cost Analysis Division be moved to the Office of the Chief
of Staff.
1
Hie Comptroller, while noting the existence of the
organizational anomaly and the adv8ntap;e8 of the Chief of Staff's
proposal, suggested that the feaoibillty of a movement in the
opposite direction be studied—place the Programs Branch and
Personnel Allowance Branch under the Comptroller following modem
trends in both government and business. ^ However, over the objec-
tion of the Comptroller, the Budget and Cost Analysis Division
was transferred to the Chief of Staff on July 1, 1965.^
The date July 1, 1965 was sip^nifleant to the program
budget for another reason. As a result of the feasibility test
that was started the previous July 1, accounting Instructions
U. S., Coast Ouard, Chief of Staff memorandum to
Comptroller, Transfer of Budget Function . ^*arch 18, 1965, p. 1.
U. S,, Coast Ouard, Comptroller Memorandum to Chief of
Staff, Transfer of the Budget Function . March 31, 1965, P. 1.
3u. S., Coast Ouard, Headquarters Notice S'lSO, Transfer
of Budget and Cost Analysis Division. June 15, 1965, p. 1.
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were promulj^iftted providing for cost distribution by aircraft
model throughout the Coast Guard .^
In the fall of 19^5, fcrinal budget estimates for fiacal
year 1967 had to be prepared for submission to the Treasury
Departnient for ultimate review by the Bureau of the Budret, In
the Coast Guard budget process, this step is known as the
"BuBud Sta^re" subnlsslon or fall Peview, Because of the nonnally
short time period between receipt of monetary limitation tarp;et
amounts from the Treasury Department and the bud|R;et document
submission date, coupled with a revised budcet format incorporat-
ing program activities, the Budpret and Cost Analysis Division
used a PERT (Program Evaluation Peview Technique) layout to
assist in preparing the BuBud Stare document. With about one
hundred separate events in the process, many of which had six
or seven inputs, the use of PEPT proved highly beneficial.^
After receipt of Presidential allowances based on the
x*evlew of the "BuBud Stage" document, the Coast Guard program
budget's initial implementation was culminated with the submis-
sion of the Congressional Stare document on December 20, 1965.^
This document was submitted to the Bureau of the Budget via the
Treasury Department and was consolidated and incorporated into
the budget sent to Congress by the President.
U, S,, Coast Guard, Comptroller Manual (CG-26i»),




IT. S., Coast Guard, Budget Document for Fiscal Year
1967, December 20, 1965.
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P lanninfl^-Pro'T^rRTnmln pi;
Aside from the Introductory chapter on Coast nuard
history, missions, and oriRjanlzatlon, the discussion thus far has
been primarily about the bud;^etary aspects of the Coast Quard's
program budget development. However, budgeting Is only one
aspect of the overall process of obtalnlnit^ financial resources
needed to accomplish the missions of ^n or^^anlzatlon.
The bude:et document sent to Congress must be supported
by programs reflecting manpower and materiel resource require-
ments. Projrrams are developed from, plans that delineate actions
and broad requlreTients needed to accomplish specified objectives.
Therefore the processes of plennlns: and prets;rammlnp; are Inteprral
to the development of a mission oriented budget.
Facility Requirement Plans
During the retrenchment years Immediately following the
Korean conflict, the Coast Guard was generally unsuccessful In
takln;; major corrective action on the widespread obsolescence of
Its physical plant—aircraft, vessels and shore units. However,
as a result of the drastic consequences of an aircraft falllnt^
In fllftht, It was able to budget for and obtain funds to replace
several of Its oldest and most deteriorated aircraft. Desirous
of a long-ranise plan for the orderly replacement of aircraft
rather than the apparent hit or miss annual requests, the House
Appropriations Committee, In Its spring 1957 report to Conp:ress
on the Treasury Department's appropriation request for fiscal
year 1958, deleted all funds for Coast Guard aircraft, "Tiie










prasented a lonf-range plan to coni^ress for aviation facilities
and aircraft, funds could be requested for its implementation,**^
Fortunately, an ad hoc board of senior officers at Coast
Guard Headquarters had been appointed in 1956 to determine the
aviation requirements of the Service, The report of this board,
which was approved with a few minor chania:es by the Commandant
and the Secretary of the Treasury, was transmitted to Conpiress in
mid-1957. The House Appropriations Committee held special
hearings on an addendum budf^et in July 1957 that ultimately
resulted in the restoration of funds for aircraft procurement.
Thus, Coast Guard aviation "was now on a firm basis, with a
well-defined froal, and a financial plan approved by the Treasury
Department and tacitly a.s^reed to by the House Appropriations
Committee, "2
Because of the status of the Aviation Pequlrements
Report and the recopinltlon that requirements for urprent replace-
ment of vessels and shore establishments were becoming: more
demandinfi;, it was obvious that plans for vessels and shore units
carryinp: the sane authority as the aviation plan were necessary.
In September 1957, Assistant Secretary of the Treasury David W,
Kendall requested the Commandant to prepare reports on the
requirements for vessels and shore units *'settlnp' forth a prop^ram
of comprehensive projected needs showinpr flnancinp;, necessities,
obsolescence, new missions and future needs, **^
1 ?Capron, p, 200, ^ Ibid , . p, 201,
"'U, S, , Coast Guard, Commandant Instruction 5^^1.3,
Pcport on the Pequlrements for Coast Guard Vessels, November
1959 as amended June 19b^ « October 25, 19b 3. P» 1*
Trtnn.T-'-rA • .1 i^^K •.r.i
»(IS "to
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Ap;aln, ad hoc boards of senior officers at Headquarters
were appointed to conduct the necessary studies. The Vessel
Requirements Report was orlprlnally completed In November 1959 and
amended In June 1962, In 1963 the Secretary of the Treasury
approved the report which provided for a plan of replacing;
overatce vessels over a twelve year period. The Shore Units
Requirements Report was submitted In F^ay 1962 and approved in
January I963 by the Secretary of the Treasury, This report
called for substantial chanfj;a8 In the number and type of opera-
tional units to be accomplished over a period of ten years.
These three major facility reports, as revised and
updated, were major steps forward in Coast Guard lonr^-range
plannino:. Since their submission they have been the primary
basis for the annual Acquisition, Construction and Improvement
appropriation budget requests. New aircraft, vessels and shore
units throupjhout the Coast Guard are a testament to the success
of these plans. Despite their positive effect of revitalizing
the physical plant of the Coast Guard, these major plans had
shortcomings—largely due to their ad hoc nature and facility
orientation, Reffardinj? the Aviation Requirements Report, one
student observed:
The detailed recommendations for replacement of aircraft
were not Justified on the basis of explicit efficiency
or effectiveness criteria, and the measure of assistance
provided by the other "tools" of the Service—its vessels
and shore units—was not reflected in the report. Since
the recommendations were not based upon explicit criteria,
nor were they supported by statistical data, it must be
concluded that these recommendations were based only
upon the professional Judc^ement of the members of the
ad hoc board,
1
Hawkins thesis, p, 86,
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Essentially the same comments were made regarding the Veaael
Hequirements Report. However, in the case of the Shore Units
Study a different approach was taken than that of the two previous
studies;
In arrlvlnpr at its reconmendatlons , the committee has
laid particular emphasis on units with an operational
mission. They have done this by establishing service-
wide standards which are designed to furnish reasonable
Coast Huard coverap;e o^ our coastal waters. These
standards were then applied to determine the location of
operational stations and the personnel and equipment re-
quired. The standards used by the committee Incorporated
the aviation units and vessels recommended in the Aviation
and Vessels Reports • • .^
The deficiencies of the facilities reports can be summed
up as havlni; the combined defects of the requirements and
priorities approaches to military planning discussed by Hitch
and KcKean In their book on Defense economies:
The question: What are the payoffs and the costs of
alternative pror^rams? may not be explicitly asked durlnj;
the process of settlnf? the requirement or deciding upon
the budj!:et. ... In choosing weapons systems, we have to
decide how much effort or how many resources should jro
to each item. The "priorities approach" does not solve
the allocation problem.
2
Durint; August 1963, shortly after the commencement of
the Program Budp;et Pilot Study, the results and recommendations
of two separate planning studies conducted at Coast Ouard
Headquarters were submitted to the Chief of Staff, The first
of these studies dealt with budgetary planning procedures with
U. S., Coast Guard, Commandant Memorandum to the
Secretary of the Treasury Dou^rlas Dillon, Peport on the Require-
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emphasis placed on the development of budget programs; the
second study dealt with long-rani^e planning and the potential
for using operations research techniques.
Budf!;etary Plannln/^ Procedures
Acquisition. Construction and Improvement Planning . The
primary vehicle for capital expenditure budget planning In the
Coast Guard Is a continuing Advance Acquisition, Construction
and iTCprcvernent Program, This prorrara accumulates on project
forms Information on the urgent proposed capital Improvement
Items to base selection of projects for Inclusion In the budget
and also for Justifying appropriation requests. The system also
provides a total listing of requirements by priorities for
accomplishment when funds become available,^ The study on
budgetary planning procedures recognised that much procrress had
been made In this are of budget planning, particularly due to the
inputs provided by the above mentioned facility plans and a
requirement for t^^aster Development Flans for large shore unlta
such as the Coftflr. Guard Academy,
Progress made notwithstanding, the study pointed out a
fundamental weakness In the existing system with respect to the
effect capital improvements were having on operating expenses:
At present, the cost of operating a unit in the future
receives little consideration when the basic decision is
made to construct the new facility. The Vessel Fequire-
ments Board, in its financial rl£n» did not mention the
subject of operating costs . , • This generation of increased
operating costs is not restricted to new units, but also
U, S,, Coast Huard, The Manual of Budgetary Administra-




Is Involved In placlnfi; new equipment on existing
units* , , , It would appear to be e cardinal principle
of Rood planning to have the total costs cf a prc-^ram
clearly presented to the prot^rain analyzer when he is
preparing; his reconuTiendations and to have the decision
maker aware of the full financial Impact of a prop!;raCT,l
The unplanned rise in operating costs of new units was
havinp" an adverse effect on operating: expense maintenance programs
by oausinF the maintenance backlop; to expand. With the capital
inprovements prof^ram barely underway, the situation could beeoiee
more critical as more and more new units becariC operational. An-
other outcome of the lack of total costini; was that the facts
at hand were a poor basis for compariniac alternative projects
from the standpoint of a sound economic analysis.
Operating: Expense Appropriation PlanniniE; . Planninp; for
the Operating: Expense Appropriation centered around an annual
"Call for Proj^ram Chanfljes" issued by the Program Analysis
Division in early December of each year. A prop^ram chanp:e was
defined as any increase or decrease in personnel, operating units,
or services proposed for the budistet year and three successive
years. 2 Sponsoring offices at Headquarters submitted their
requests for pros-ram changes by January 20, The requests were
then analyzed and reviewed, and decisions were made reprardlng
their inclusion in the spring Preview or Forecast Stage of the
budg:et.
U. S., Coast Cuard, Analysis of Budget ery Planning
Procedures In Headquarters , Auflrust 1, 19b 3, p, 15, Cited
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Accordinp; to the study on budp;ctary planning:, this system
had several basic defects. The annual planning concept resulted
in a new set of proF:rarr. chancre submissions each year which, in
addition to bein^^ a major paperwork prooessinp; effort, tended to
detract from year to year continuity. Analysin^q; the requests
was difficult since they were submitted in non-standard
memorandum format. A further defect was the Insufficient time
fjvallable for analyzing the pro<^ram chanp;e requests by concen-
tratinp^ the review period durinr the months of February throuf^h
April.
A general weakness in the budret planninr: procedures was
the fact that detailed .lustlfications were not required for the
Preliminary estimates:
This approach assumes that the main value of prop:ram
justifications is in the final budr;et writeup and in
providiniR; supportln^- data with which to answer inquiries
from the budget reviev/era. These are inportant uses for
the information. However, the principal use of careful
and detailed prorram Justifications is in the decision
makinf^ process, which under existing; procedures, tends
to be in the ... 1 February to 15 April period.
1
Increasinn the amount of detailed information supporting the
prosjram chanp:e requests would further necessitate spreadlnpr the
review time out over many months.
Recommendations for Improvement . The Study on Budpjetary
Plannins^ Procedures proposed that a standard set of forms be used
for submlttinjr requests for program chanfres. These forms would
provide needed information which was then lackins: and which would
be submitted for both capital improvement projects and operating




It was recomnended that the proprram ehanpre requests be
submitted anytime durlnp: the year with cutoff dates established
which would correspond to successive atapres in the budcet cycle.
This would pemit consideration of all proprams within any
monetary cellinp: Imposed for a particular budcet stacre. Annual
resubraission of complete propjram chanr^es would not be required
unless there were radical chanpres, Continulncr prorrams jjjenerally
would require some modification annually, but this was to be
accomplished by submittlnfr one or more revised pap:es rather than
resubmittlnc^ the entire request.
Implementation , First used in the sprinu^ of 196^ for
the fiscal year 1966 forecast, and with some minor changes to
the forms initially used, the system recommended by the Budq^etary
Plannlnsr Procedures was formally implemented in September, 196*1,^
Recognisln?? the emphasis belnr placed on a new system of Inte-
e:rated plannlnsp, pro^ranminp;, and bud^^etlnp throughout the
federal government, the Chief of Staff revised the system In
November 1965 by requirinc- a consideration and description of
alternatives for each program ehanre oroposal,^
Lonr:-I^an?:^e Planning;
One of the recommendations of the Roles and f'issions Study
U, S,, Coast Guard, Headquarters Instruction 7110,2,
Instructions for Submission of Peguest In Proprram Level for Use
in Budget Preparation , September 10. 19b^, p« 1.
2
U, S,, Coast Guard, Headquarters Instruction 7110, 2A,
Instructions for T>rerpratior and Use of Peguest for Chanrte in
Prop;ram Level j Forms CGHQ~^3b2, A,B.C) for budr,et development
.
November 9, 19^5, r. 1.

was that, as a logical planning step, an operations research
study should be conducted for use by the Coast Guard In developing
a coordinated Icnjy-ranpie plan for mission accompllshinent, Under-
lylnic: this recommendation was the followlnc: statements
Tlie problem Is basic: How can one correlate the
tremendous number of variables In a manner that will
permit an orderly, and reasonably scientific, process of
decision making? The variables are almost limitless • • •
Consideration should be p.iven to the use of one of the
more prominent and tested operations research techniques
—simulation. In this case, simulation techniques would
permit the use of a mathematical model that would place
into juxtaposition not only the variables mentioned above,
but many more. Simulation would permit computer analysis
of larpre masses of data, include many variables, and would
permit appraisal of various alternative courses of action
based thereon*
In summary, this approach would substitute properly des-
ignated mathematical Judcrements for impressions v/hich vary
amonp; individuals. Thus, those factors which nay properly
be numbered could be handled via data processing equipment,
reserving: the application of Judgement to those significant
matters requirlna: a combination of experience and Judf^ement.l
Acting: on the recommendations of the Holes and Missions
Study, the Commandant appointed an ad hoc board in November 1962
to study long:-ranp;e planning procedures and to determine the
feasibility of applylnp: operations research techniques toward
solving manaj^ercent and plannlnj^ problems in all areas of Coast
Guard responsibility. This board completed its study in August
1963 and reported to the Commandant:
We have developed for your approval a publication entitled
**Coast Guard Objectives" and have coordinated an operations
research feasibility study by a private firm under contract
to the Bureau of the Budj^et. In addition to these specific
actions, a number of recommendations dealing with the
Coast Guard planning process and its future application
^Foles and Missions Study
.




Coast Ouard Objectives . The (general objectives toward
which future specific plannln,'^ should be directed for each of the
ten mlaslons of the Coast Guard are contained In the publication
2developed by the Lcnf^-Fane^e Plennlnj? Board, Additionally
,
broad objectlvea are also stated for research, automation,
organization, career plannlnp:, cofr^muni cat Ions, public information,
and cooperation with other s^cvernment agencies. The purposes
of "Coast Guard Objectives" are:
To set forth a basic Coast Guard philosophy; to define
Coast Guard objectives in relation to national objectives
and assipned lalsslons; and to provide lonr-rantre policy
((guidelines for use in planning and operations. Its merit
lies not in originality, but in the positive assertion
of philosophy, objectives and policy ,3
Operations Research Developments . The operations
research feasibility study, coordinated by the Lon^-Pange
Planninflf Board, was conducted by Management Technology, Inc.
The findings of the study, concluded in August I963, showed that
it would be feasible and practicable for the Coast Guard to apply
operations research techniques to many of its management and
planning problems. The study outlined elchty-eiccht problem areas,
and identified twenty-five operations research projects con-
sidered to have merit, ManeRement Technolop:y, Inc, recommended
1
Planning Orfanlfetlon
U. S,, Coast Guard, Peport on Coast Guard Lona: Panp;e
and Stfffflnr. August ?3, 19^3. P> 1*
2
See supra
, pp, ^, 5 for a summary of these objectives







that the Coast Guard "inaugurate an Operations Research effort
^i**
and that it undertake an initial progrars cf four short- and
long-range projects:
(1) Lon^-Ran^e Plannln«T Simulation ?^odel
(2) Kajor Resources Peplaceiaent Policy
(3) Personnel Utilization System
(V) Kulti-Af^ency Inspection 3tudy2
Actin{5 on the recommendations of the operations research
feasibility study, several tnerabers of the ad hoc board on long
ranpje planning were appointed a nucleus of a long-rsuitre planning
and operations research organieational component by the Chief of
Staff in November 1963- As its first ask this p;roup prepared
budjretary Justification for the additional funds that would be
required to implement the recommendations of the operations
research feasibility study, ?Jext, the t^roup prepared contract
specifications for the project considered to merit highest
priority—development of a lonf;-range planning simulation model
enccwapassing all missions of the Coast Guard,
In April 196^, a contract was awarded for the initial
phases of the simulation model development. Because of the
complexities involved in analysis, design, and computerisation,
the model is not expected to be available for Coast Ouard use
until July 1966,^ Appendix I pelves a ?^eneral non-technical
Wanap:ement Technology, Inc., "The Application of Opera-
tions Research to I^anagement and Plannin;? Problems of the United
States Coast duard" (an unoublished report to the Bureau of
the Budiret, Executive Office of the President, 1963), P. IT-1.
2lbid.
, p. II-2.
3u. S., Coast Guard, Chief of Staff l^emorandum to various
Office and Division Chiefs, Long Rans^e Plannin's Simulation Model ,
September 16, I965, p. 1.

description of the simulation nodel,
Planninc; Or.7Enl2ation Developments , As previously
stated, long'-ranqie planning in the Coast (luard has been
characterised by an ad hoc approach. One of the recommendations
made by Manairement Technolorty, Inc. was that the Coast Guard
should "organize an Operations Research and Planning Branch
within the Program Analysis Division,"^ To a limited extent,
operations research techniques in the p:eneral management area
were belnpr employed by a small Management Sciences Staff of the
Administrative ?i!anap:eraent Division, As previously mentioned,
the nucleus of the Long-Range Planning: Board was monitoring the
development of the plannlnp; simulation model.
Although the functions of planninp. and operations
research were interrelated, the Coast Guard did not concur
with the recommendation that they be combined into one organiza-
tional component:
To combine the entire operations research team with the
lon^-range planning staff would have tended to structure
both their respective activities into too narrow a field.
Operations research techniques, while useful for lonsr-
range planning, have widespread application in other areas;
similarly, planning should not be limited exclusively to
operations research-oriented efforts.
2
As a consequence, two new organizational components
were introduced within the Office of the Chief of Staff in
July 196*1: a Lonj^-Ranaje Planning Branch within the Program
Manef^ement Technology Study , p, II-2,
^Allan Sturf,eB and Thomas E, Hawkins, "Operations
Research—Its Kvolutlon within the United States Coast Guard"
(an unpublished narer, n,d.), p, 9. A copy of this raper was
furnished by Commander Hawkins who is assigned to Coast Guard
Headquarters,

Analysis Division and a Managei!ient Sciences Branch within the
AdTnlnlstrative Manap:enent Division, To provide project continuity,
the Lorifr-Ranj^e Planninf? Branch was to supervise and coordinate
development of the simulation model; once the model was opera-
tional, its operation was to be turned over to the T-^anap:einent
Sciences Branch, Meanv-hlle, the f^enag^ement Sciences Branch
began directin«>; "in house" efforts toward some of the other high
priority projects recommended by Kanaptement Technolop;y, Inc.
LoniF-Ranf^e Planninr System , In February 196^ a miss ton-
oriented lcng-ranp:e planninp: system was Introduced into the
Coast Guard as a result of the planning studies mentioned above.
The objectives of this system werej
a. To provide a unlfortr, effective and consistent
aeans for planning at all levels of planning responsibility,
b. To create a Master Plan, subordinate plans, and
a system for keeplncr them current,
c. To provide a framework for continulnit^ evaluation
of performance relative to established performance
standards,
d. To provide a means for comparison betv/een current
performance plans (available resources) and resource
requirements,
e. To establish: (1) Performance standards for each
mission, as well as for personnel and weterlel support,
(2) Facility and logistic resource requirements to achieve
and njalntaln planned performance levels over a ten-year
period, (3) A firm basis for the budget plan.l
The Commandant recognized that an interim situation would prevail
for two or three years to permit orderly development of newly
required plans and investl ration of operations research technlqueiu
U, S,, Coast Guard, C<snrn£ndant Instruction 5010,1, Coast






Until the fall of 1965 the Coast Guard was proceeding
with the implementation of an integrated planninp:-proe;raniming:-
budgetinp: system at a self-determined, orderly pace using an
•evolutionary" approach. With the President's announcement of
a system to be implemented throughout most of the Executive
Branch and the subsequent initial implementing directive promul-
gated by the Bureau of the Budget in October, the Coast Guard
became "locked-in" with and committed to a tight schedule of
required actions imposed from above. It was necessary, there-
fore, to quicken the pace and adopt a "revolutionary" approach.
Fortunately, the effort expended and actions taken in the
preceding several years provided the Coast Guard with a firm
foundation upon which it could build in carrying out the
President's mandate.
Highlights of Bureau of the Budget
Bulletin No, 66-3
The introduction of an integrated planning-prograraming-
budgeting system in the Executive Branch was aimed at remedying
shortcomings in planning and budgeting systems that generally
prevailed throughout the departments and establishments!
Program review for decision making has frequently been
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agency progparaa and activities have too often not
been specified with enoui^h clarity and concretcness;
accomplishments have not always been specified
concretely; alternatives have been Insufficiently
presented for consideration by top raanat^ement; In a
number of cases the future year costs of present
decisions have not been Iftld out systematically
enough; and formalized plannlno: and systems analysis
have had too little effect on budget decisions,
1
Thus, the broad objective of the system Is "to provide
more effective Information and analyses to assist line managers,
the agency head, and the President In Judging needs and In
deciding on the use of resources and their allocation among
COTipetlng claims. "2
Three concepts form the basis of the new system, Plrst,
each agency must have the capability, uslntr permanent specialised
staffs, to conduct continuing In-depth analyses of the ap;ency*s
objectives and progrmns to meet these objectives. Second, each
agency must have a multi-year planning and programming process
with an Information system that presents data In meaningful
categories essential to major decision making by top management.
Third, an agency's budget process must be able to translate
broad program decisions Into more refined decisions In a budget
context and present appropriate program and financial data for
action by the President and Congress,'
Essential features of the system underlying the above
broad concepts are:
^U, S,, Bureau of the Budget, Bulletin No, 66-3,
Plannlng-Prop:rammlnp:-BudgetIng . October 12, 1965, p. 1.
^Ibld,
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(1) An output-oriented (this term is used Interchange-
ably with mlaa Ion-oriented or objectives-oriented) pro^ran
structure (sometimes also called a program format) which
presents data on all of the operations and activities in
categories which reflect the at^ency's end purposes or
objectives • • •
(2) Analyses of possible alternstive objectives of
the aj^ency and of alternative prof^raras for raeetinc; these
objectives. Many different techniques of analysis will
be appropriate y but central should be the carrying out
of broad systems analyses in which alternative programs
will be compared with respect to both their costs and
their benefits,
(3) Adherence to a time cycle within which well-
considered infomation and recommendations will be pro-
duced at the times needed for decision-making and for the
development of the President's budget and legislative
program.
(4) Acceptance by line officials (from operatinjr
levels up to the agency head), with appropriate staff
support, of responsibility for the establishment and
effective use of this system,
1
The principal decision making products of the system are
a comprehensive multi-year Program and Financial Plan that is
systematically updated, program memoranda prepared annually and
used in the budget spring Preview, and in depth special studies
to be made from time to time. The Program and Financial Plan
is to be set forth in terms of the output-oriented program
structure developed by each agency and will normally cover a
period of five years. To the extent possible, the plan is to
express objectives and planned accomplishments in quantitative
non-financial terms and also associate physical data with
financial data to show the costs of carrying out the described
activities. As modified by guidance received from the Bureau
of the Budget and the President following the annual sprinc;
^Ibld. , pp. 2, 3.
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Preview, th« Progran and Financial Plan will be the basis for
annual fall budget requeata,^
Per each proprram category of an ai^ency, a Program
Wemorandura la to be prepared annually using an analytic
approach, Summarlzlnjj the Program and Financial Plan for that
category and presenting a succinct evaluation and Justification,
each memorandum should:
Appraise the national needs to be met for several years
In the future (coverlni; at least as many years as the
Program and Financial Plan), assess the adequacy,
effectiveness, and efficiency of the previously approved
Plan to meet those needs, and propose any necessary
modifications In the previously approved Plan, Including
new legislative proposals,
2
At the request of the Bureau of the Budget agency top
management, or on the Initiative of analytic staffs, special
studies will be conducted on a variety of specific topics.
These studies are viewed by the Bureau of the Budget as being
an important part of each agency's total analytic effort.
Concerning the relation of the system to the budget
process, a key mandate Is that:
Over the next few years agency operating budgets used
to allocate resources and control the day to day operations
are to be brought Into consistency with the Program and
Financial Plan, Performance reports that show physical
and financial accomplishments In relation to operating
budgets should also be related to the basic plan,
3
Although the President at a news conference referred
to the system of planning, programming, and budgeting as being
"new and • , • very revolutionary,"'' It is apparent that the
^Ibid ,, pp. 5-7. ^Ibld ,, p. 8, ^Ibld., p. 9.
'^U, S,, President, "The President's News Conference,
August 25, 1965," Weekly Compilation of Presidential Documents .
August 30, 1965, p. l'»3.
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system resultod from and wes generally patterned after the
system Introduced In the Department of Defense in 1961.^
However « to the extent that existing systems had to be changed.
It might be said that the system was Indeed new and revolutionary
Insofar as ag;eneles and establishments required to Implement
the system were concerned.
Initial Implementing!: Action Taken
by the Coast Guard
Prog;ram Structure
Because It was the foundation of the entire system, the
first step In Implementing the Bureau of the Budget directive
was to develop a suitable prof<;ram structure. Compared with
agencies and bureaus that were not to some extent output-oriented
In their management thinking, this was a relatively easy task
for the Coast Guard. As Indicated In the above chapters, broad
mission categories acceptable to the Treasury Department and
the Bureau of the Budf^et had already been developed and used In
the fiscal year 1967 budfret request.
What remained to be done was to develop mission sub-
divisions for each Coast Guard mission, program elements for
the subdivisions, and then determine where these categories fit
under the major Treasury Department proKram catepiorles. In
See for example, David Hovlck (ed.), Prop:raro Budgeting !
Program Analysis and the Federal Budget (Washington: U, S.
Government Prlntm?^ Office, 19b5}, chap. 1; and Harry C, White
and Robert J. Kassey, "Program Packaging—Opportunity and







coordination with officials of the Treasury Department, It was
decided that most of the Coast Guard missions would fall under
a major Treasury Department catsf^ory of Assistance to Maritime
Commerce, Figure 7 shows the structure developed for the
search and rescue mission of the Coast Guard.
Quantified Objectives and
Acccaapllshments
Having developed the program structure, the Coast Guard's
next step was to develop (;;oals and accomplishments In quantified
non-flnanclal terms for each element In the structure. This
proved to be an extremely difficult task which was hampered by
a short period of time for development In order to meet the
tight submission schedule that had been imposed. The initial
submission of objectives and accomplishments to the Treasury
Department in early February 1966 showed only criteria and
parameters; the actual numerical quantities remained to be
2developed for submission at a later date.
To illustrate the type of criteria developed, under the
Search and Rescue prof^ram subcategory F^oals were expressed in
tez*a8 of time required to arrive at a reported distress scene.
The criteria were further refined by deflninis^ areas in terms of






U. S,, Coast Guard, Memorandum from Commandant to
Director Office of Planning and Program Evaluation, Treasury
Department, Planninp-. Programming: and Bud/?:etinp; System
.
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long, medium, short, and coaatal/harbor belts off the coasts
of the continental United States, Alaska and Hawaii, Accompllsh-
rnents were expressed in terms of the number of search and rescue
cases reQulrins; Coast Guard response and the percentars of these
cases actually responded to within the Koal time for each belt
area.
Goals for the Aids to Navlpjation pronrram subcategory
were expressed in terms of percentapie def?:ree of reliability
for each prcfsiran seprment. For example, the jroal for lighted
buoys was a yet undetermined percentaire of outajres per one
hundred buoys per year. Accomplishments for buoys were expressed
as the number of buoys operated and the actual percentage of
outap:e3 experienced.
Future Fequired Actions
It was mentioned in the preface that s cut-off date of
February 18, 1966 was established for data to be used in this
paper. As of that date, the principal accomplishments in Imple-
mentln?; the new system were the program structurlnfr and develop-
ment of ob.jectlve and accomplishment criteria and parameters.
In addition to developing numerical quantities for the estab-
lished criteria, the next ma.lor milestone in the schedule was the
submission of a comprehensive multi-year Prop:ram and Financial
Plan to the Ti*easury Department by r*arch 15, 1966, This was to
be followed one month later by submission to the Treasury
Department of the data required for preparation of prorrara
memoranda.





proportions in solving* a host of technical and managerial
problems, Amont; the more prominent of these problems are
refinement of the projtrram structure and method of allocating
costs; development of a roana(9;ement information system that
lnteg:rates the program element structure, non-financial units
of measurement f cost accounting, personnel, and workload data;
and the obtaining of additional qualified management engineering
personnel to attain the necessary level of analytical skills
required by the system.
To illustrate one of these problem areas, the initial
program structure placed capital outlays at the same level as
Coast Guard missions rather than subdividinf^ capital outlays
under each mission* This is contrary to the concept of
assigning all costs which are associated with a mission to that
mission and can result in significant distortions • For example,
in de8i{;nlnss a ship to be used primarily for search and rescue
a decision might be made to increase the maximum speed of the
ship by five knots to increase military readiness capability.
Under current procedures, the attendant added cost, which could
be several hundred thousand dollars, would not be reflected in
the cost of the military readiness mission,^
Although the Coast Guard seriously considered having a
capital outlay subdivision under each mission cateirory during
the initial program structuring, it was necessary to have a
separate category for all capital outlays due to technical
Personal interview with Commander William H. Fitzgerald,
Assistant Chief, Budget and Coat Analysis Division, CO
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difficulties Inherent in the multl-mlBsion nature of oapltal
aoquisltlons* It was anticipated that a more refined structure
and cost allocation process would be developed within a year.^
In concluding this chapter, a statement made by the
Comraittee for Economic Development regardinp; the implementation
of the planning-proi5ramraing-budp;etln,c: system seemed to be
appropriate:
Too much should not be expected too soon from President
Johnson's initiative. The planning-procrramming-budfreting
system will— and should—bo subject to continuing refine-
ment and improvement. First '•fforts undertaken in the
departments and agencies and in the Bureau [of the Budget]
will certainly require substantial revision. This is a
valuable feature of the system; it permits and encourages
the informed and expeditious adjustment of programs and
resoirce commltmenta to accommodate chanfred conditions,
better information, ein& refinements in thinking. The
problems of introduction are serious but not insurmountable.
Pull implementation of the concept will not b© accomplished
in weeks or months; it will require sustained and deter-
mined effort by all concerned,
2
Personal interview with Commender Thomas E, Hawkins,
Chief, Long Pans;e Plans Branch, CG Headquarters, February 18,
1966,
2Committee for Economic Development, Budgeting for
Kational Objectives
.
Statement by the Pesesrch and Policy





This study has reviewed what plannlnj?, prop:ramminf5,
and budf^etlnip; developments had taken place In the Coast Ouaz*d
durlns; the past ten years, A question remains as to what
eontrlbutions these developinents have made toward profcfam
effectiveness in the Coast Guard and toward Implementlnifi; the
President's new prop^ram bud«:etln?? systera.
The Poles and Missions Study filled and clarified lesjis-
lative i^aps refrardin<5 duties and responsibilities of the Coast
Guard« Coupled with the three facility studies and with the
support of the Treasury Department, the Roles and Missions Study
55ave the Coast Ouerd solid Justification and plans for a badly
needed, extensive program of inodernizinfr, replaclnj^, and
au^entlng its physical plant*
Feconimendatlons contained in the Poles and Missions
Study touched off a series of studies on lonpr-rani;^e planning:,
budpret planning:, and pr0!?;ram budgeting, A dominant factor that
had to be contended with in all of these studies was the multi-
mission nature of most Coast Cuard operatlnipr units, Iraplementa-
tlon of a number of recommendations made in these studies has
resulted in progress toward orienting management thinking alonp;






Long-range Coaat Guard objectives were defined In rela-
tion to national objectives and assigned missions and were
protaulgated In one publication. Broad and fr^eneral In nature
«
the objectives presented the best estimate of the Coast Guard's
future direction and provided a basic Coast Guard philosophy
and long-ranp;e policy f^ulde lines for use in plannlnj? and
operations,
A mlsslon-orlented long-range plannlni;^ system was Intro-
duced which focused Increasing attention on lntep;rated lonp?-
ranp^e planning. As a raajor step away from an ad hoc approach
to plannln^r, a Lonp^ Hange Plans Branch was established In the
office of the Chief of Staff to provide contlnulnp: pculdance
and coordination for the planning functions.
As an important adjunct to planning and programming,
simulation and other operations research techniques were intro-
duced at Coast Guard Headquarters, The analytic efforts thus
far represent only a modest beginning compared with potential
applications. However, the efforts do indicate a aiis^nifleant
trend toward furnishinf?; Coast Guard decision-makers with more
rational and meaningful Information to supplement their intuition
and judiecment,
Bud(!;et prorrammin^ was strengthened in several areas,
A standard set of forms was developed for 8ubmittin)5 program
changes. These forms require more detailed information, includ-
ing a discussion of alternatives, to justify program changes.
Procedures were changed to lengthen the program review period.
Budget document activities for the Operating Expense
Appropriation were changed from a functional to a mission basis.
-AX9*X n
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Through development of progrejn cost distribution procedures, it
was possible to distribute approxifnately eip:hty percent of the
operating expenses to mission programs • Althoui^^h some of the
cost distribution criteria involve arbitrary assumptions that
need to be refined, the Coast Guard has gained a keener insijjht
with regard to the cost of each of its missions.
Comparing the above propjress with the concepts contained
in Bureau of the Budp:et Bulletin No. 66-3 indicates that the
two are consistent. Thus, althouf?rh much additional work remained
to be done. It is concluded that had this prop^ress not been made,
iinplementlnj? the President's new program budgeting system would
have been significantly more difficult for the Coast Ouard,
Initial implementation efforts were not free from
problems. Among the more significant oroblems encountered by
the Coast Guard were meeting a tij?;ht time schedule « refining
the prop^ram structure, and defining and quantifying: program
objectives and performance accomplishment factors.
The propiresa made during the past few years and the
initial efforts by the Coast Ouard In impleraentlnjs; an integrated
plannlng-proprammini^j-budgetlniP^ system raises a question repjarding
orcianiratlon. When the Profrram Budcret Pilot Study recommenda-
tions were approved by the Chief of Staff In the sprinjr of 196^
one of the criteria established was that there would be no major
changes in the formal ori^anizatlon or in the control of funds.
Now that the President's new system has Increased the scope and
complexity of plannlne;, programming, and budgeting, ought not a
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Such a study y If made, should: (1) evaluate the present
ori^anlsatlon from the standpoint of decislon-makinip; process
effectiveness and mission program management, (2) Investigate
the pros and cons of a "mission manager** concept with the manager
having total mission authority, responsibility, and fund control
within guidelines established by the Commandant and Chief of
Staff, (3) make appropriate recommendations for organizational
Improvements that include supporting: data Information system
requirements, end (*l) be conducted by a private manaFrement con-
sultant firm.
The Introduction of an Intep^rated plannlng-proj^ramralng-
budc^etlng system throuyrhcut the federal jrovemment should provide
a fertile field for future research. One sug^^ested project
would be to analyze the requirement of quantifying objectives
and performance In non- financial terras. Such a project could
explore the difficulties experienced in refining the quantified
factors to make them meaningful to manaprement, and to determine
what Impact this new and revealing information has had on















THE LONG-FANGE PLANNING SimiLATTON KODRL
The Lonf; Penge Planning fjlraulatlon Fodel la a probabil-
istic, mathematical rapreaentatlon of the operational demands
placed upon the Coast Guard and Its response to these demands.
Except In an Indirect manner, the rcodel will not have the capabi-
lity to analyze non-operational problems. The basic construct
of the model consists of four n2a,tor components:
(1) Pes puree file . Mathematical description of the type,
location, capability, and cost of Coast Guard resources, existing
or hypothetical.
(2) Demand file , Mathematical description of the type,
location, time, and severity of operational demands made upon
Coast Guard resources, expressed in probabilistic terras,
(3) Environment file * Mathematical description of the
extent to which the capabilities of Coast Guard resources are
deeiraded due to environmental factors, and a probabilistic
statement of these factors.
(*l) Policy and doctrine file . Wathematlcal description
of the rules by which resources are selected to respond to
demands
.
The purpose of the model la to f^ive the Coast Guard an
analytical tool by which it can test alternative mixes of re-
sources, test alternative levels of demand, and test alternative
policies. The output of the model will be Inforsnatlon for the
particular problem and set of alternatives beln?; considered, con-
cerning: utilization of resources, effectiveness In meeting
demands, and the cost of accomplishment. It is emphasized that
the model will only simulate the real Coast Guard; the model will
not duplicate historical events, nor will It be able to predict
the future. Per se, the model will not make decisions. However,
it is intended that the outputs from the model will become an-
other input into the Coast Guard's declslon-maklnp; process,!
U. .*>. Coast Guard, Chief of Staff memorandum to various
Office and Division Chiefs, Lon^r Panq;e Plannini: r-lmulatlon
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